
Rt. 12, Feederiek, Md. 21701 
12/18/75 

Mr. Richard Gallen 
14 E. 60 St., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

Dear Dick, 

For the past two menthe I have had to live a different kind of life. It reduces 
each work day to about one and a half and requires more organization. I have to sleep 
more but with pills, for the first time in ray life, if I'm too alert when I go to bed 
I can get 7 or 8 hours sleep. I still wake up ready and anxious to get back to work but 
I tell myself no and soon am again asleep. 

For a long time the doctors misread as a nnehanionl consequence of aging what 
turned out to be a heavy case of phlebitis. The major clot was so deep it didn't respond 
to the traditional test, which is supposed to be so painful it sends the patient to 
the ceiling. So, when diagnosed, it was determined to be a minor case and was treated 
with inadequate Dedication, With no response it Was decided to hospitalize me. I have 
come to learn that the country abounds with ray fans, people I've never met. One is the 
doctor at the hospital to whom I was sent for a vein scan of the leg that heft. On his 
own he decided to do both. It was not easy for him or for me but in the end we learned 
that the left leg is loaded and the trouble was beginning in the right. 

Meanwhile, young college people who have become as fond of me as I of them decided 
to take over. Beginnine with getting ue to the hospital. That one was scrubbed when the 
Staff directors of a Congressional committee asked if he could get up very early and 
take me there instead so I could help him plan a set of hearings. (If he had the balls 
to do all I told hie they'd have beem more successful than they were.) There was Another 
exception. A Senator's legal aide took me to the doctor the first time. This Senator 
wanted to confer with me but I was then getting the negatives of Peed Morten shot, was 
concerned about security because of the content and potential of the book, and would see 
nobody until, working through two shifts two days, I inspected and approved each negative. 
Those were two painful days because that is tee time the phlebitis decided to show itself. , 

But from them on, even insisting on snitching a hweelchair so I wouldn't have to 
walk the block to the hospital it would have been impossible as well as painful) these 
kids were like grandparents, modern style. One saw me into the bed, not even trusting 
hospital personnel to take me there. And while the doctor was checking me over and in, 
which took some time, he went off and bought me a bottle of 16-year-old Scotch, best 
sippin whisky I remember. My room was full daily, from Les Whitten to pretty young 
girls and long-haired boys all interested in me and toy work, all new to me, after 
hearing me make one summertime speech. In a week in the hospital I didn't have time to 
finish a book I bad to read. I had a private room so the Congressional people could 
xonfer with ne in confiiience, During this time I also showed Whitten how to establish an 
FBI back-channel of communications within the tit that enabled it to deceive the Warren 
Commission and establish a completely separate and often different set of records of its 
own. The result was a series of favorable Anderson-Whitten columns when they both disagree 
with me. Unsolicitedly, now that I have a lecture bureau, he sent them a dandy plug. 

When it came time for me to leave the hispital there was a dispite there were so 
many kids who wanted to take me home, including of the right. From then to now they keep 
track of my need to travel and with one exception they have drived 1200 miles to take me 
100, to and from Washington. The doctor had told me when he discharged me from the 
hospital about six weeks ago that I could rive in for the checkup in two weeks*  The kids 
wouldn't allow it. I did have some uneasiness about it, too. Finally, honday, when my 
wifee was scheduled for her annual checkup and she doesn't drive and when I wouldn't 
let the kids take time from finals I drove to Washington, I've just getting over the 
resultant physical exhaustion. I had to lie down as soon as I deposited my wife and 



went to confer with a young lawyer with whom I -work. (BS hasn't been before a jury 
yet but we made history and precedent together and are abouteto do more of it.) 

I had a debate scheduled wit: David Bolin. Be ran the Rockefeller Commission 
and was one of tho major Warren Commission lawyers. It was was October 22, when I knew 
I'd be in the hospital. Vanderbilt would accept no substitute. I don't know why. I know 
nobody there. Althpugh I told the bureau I'd let than know when the doctors said I could 
they called twice during the checkin examination, the second time during the prostate 
check, is you think as the kids present did that it was funny, The doctors made an 
estimate (optitliazic) and the debate was eat for November 19. Aoanwhile, the book was 
being manufactured while I was in the hospital. I rushed one of the first copies to 
Bain so he'd,kmem what it sand before we met. The oldest of these young men simply 
refused to let me travel alone, fortunately as it turned out. He accompanied me at 
his own expense. I prepared a apeadh for Belin as I prepared for the speech in ane 
flouncing the book. By then the vibes were that the book was too Lot for the major 
media to touch. I had enough advance copies out. So instead I issued a challenged that 
at a press conference the wire services, as I'd hoped, accepted as a oopout, rather 
than go for the hot contents. I charged lawyers of the Commission with suborning 
perjury and witnesses, named, with committing it. I then dared any or all to get head-  
to.head, oath.to-oath before any Congressional committee. Belin knew this. 't wont 
coast to coast, getting no attention only iii places like hew York and D.C. It got 
Heavy electonic treatment. My speech, rather than being on the work of the Comoission, 
was in Belin's work only. I laid out case afster case of his personal suborning of the 
most essentials of perjury and in each area of his work produced suppressed documnets 
showing the sworn-to math that he, personally suppressed. I concluded by asking him to 
join me in my tound decade-long demand for a Congressional investigation. (I even read 
from a CIA files on me that it began reporting the3 amen e very early.) Belin is a hard- 
beaded psycho but by tee time be feaeahed Post Aortem after that night be did, as you 
may remember*  leas thanthree days later, come out for a Congressional investigation. 
This, of course, jadbeen what I went there for. But it was so rough on me that while 
I could ge shoes on in the mornine but couldn't tie them, I could barely get them off 
at night. The next day I could wear only soft, unsolee noceassins. In the rain. After 
I interviewed :limey Ray for several hours I returned to DC. Fortunately, Braniff took 
a dim view of my feet and gave me VIP treatment from the ticket office on. They backloaded 
me separately, cleared a back sections so trey could loner a seatbaok for me to use as a 
footrest, and had a wheelchair awaiting when the plane landed at DC. It really was that 
rough. But through it all I kept working, not doing what I can't. 

I've forced the FBI to disgorge enough suppressed evidence in the King assassination 
to start all over again with Ray on the "mew evident...et' route if the 6th circuit rules 
against our appeal. I'm expecting more and it has forced the i'BI to seek heavy Proles- 
genda with both CBS and N/Tememe So,, the kids drove me to DC, I walked into the office 
of a black Congressmeski hadn't seen in five year, and in ten minutes he bad arranged 
for a press codference for me two days later in a committee hearing room. (It made 
everything except the Times and forced CBS to use what will force at least some change 
in its coming newest videowhitewash. (I can see a monster suit against CBS over what 
they have done and are doing.) Some of the new dirtiworks are blunted although neither 
has appeared. 

Eeanwhile, with all of this, I am also my own shipping dept. I've not been able 
to launch a by-phone radio campaign as I did with the previous.►  book, which is now in 
the profit side by 81,000 without a cent of promotion or adeertisiag and before it could 
get into Books in Print. For this one I got up a simple flyer, locally, when I couldn't 
get around, mailed it out (I spent days just licking and affixing stamps while I had to 
rest with py legs up) and in the first mont the return has been so fantastic that 
although this is an expensive book, 660pp, I have deposited in the bank a quarter of the 
manufacturing costs. Tue day I k drove to andfrom Washington when I returned there were 
enough orders to keep me at packaging for five hours. I do it when I rest with shy legs 



raised, as I must periodically. I mean it is like Charlie Chaplin anti the broom in 
Modern Times. Meanwhile I have a few consultancies which are fairly decent. I can 
do them by phone mostly, but one, which is to pay me $2,000, meana I spent some time 
with a researcher who comes; here. all uasought. I tried to toll you years ago the 
situation IVA  changed and I could read it in reactions to me. 

In all of this perhaps the greatest comfort is the reputation I earned. The 
4 ongressman who sponsored ray last week'a press couferonoe dide t even take time to 
lotie at the 7( until than suppressed FBI pages I had or the dozen or more pictures 
free their files. He listened less than five minutes, pushed a button, asked three 
staffers to phone three different chairman as ask theo to shekel a hearing room loses` 
for 9 a.m. two mornings later and in less than five minutes the first reported back 
pith the arrangements. He saw them and heard yhat they mean for t he first time at 
the pree n conference, at which on his own - I didn't ask - he introduced me. 

What made it postible for me to print A Post Mortem is a deciaton to live on 
even less and start an escrow account so I could reprint the two of the three first 
books about to go out of print. It was net enough, so I sold a one-time use of some 
of Post Mertem, a story that made less than a eiegle page, to the National Enquirer 
for 62,100. This out me over the line so I could consummate a cash deal with a new 
printer, who did well by me except on the envelopes. He's twice supplied the wrong 
size, which increases the time of naokaging.Now that Xmas will mw reduced sales he'll 
get the right size to me. 

There is a noint in this long accoent. One is that I have never had time to 
keep a journal, so somutimes I put carbons aside ac a substitute. 

Mennwhile, all the nuts and ,elf-promoters have laid siege to Capitol Hill, 
.,,here the subject is hot. I've taken but the one initiative, when I wanted sponsorship 
for a press conference for which I'd already made and then cancelled other arrangementS. 
I've spoken to others when they've sought me out. Tilt) people who really do not know the 
material have led the eembers froe one fiasco to another. To date they have resulted 
in nothing new coding out and have caused embarrassment through repetitious error. The 
more active &embers are goiae the Madison evenne wey. I'll be no pert of that. IIV6 
decided to sit back and wait ana take the chance that with some cheap sensation there 
can be the end of the Warren Report, which is possible, on the chance that it will not 
happen that nay. This would end in another whitewash, which -could do the country no 
good. There is enough in Post Nortem to force a new iavestieation if it is used honestly 
and I'm taking the chance this will happen. I've started an initiative that way and 
have a meeting on it next month. Why should I rush when I can't do what I have to do? 
Besides, the .more the others destroy their credibility the better the prospect. 

Publishing is as crazy as it is corrupt. And as unimaginative. There has been 
an outpouring of trash. Not one publisher has realized what my experience proves, that 
There is residual sale and interest. Two of the older books are being reprinted. I 
believe Lane's is out, by Deli. The next in March. In all the time since bah= you 
did Oswald in New Orleafs no responsible, substantial work other than mine has appeared. 
(The McDonald book has appeared and I've demanded a fraud investigation by the DJ. )f 
they don't do it on their own I thiuk I can apply enough ereseure to get it done.) 
Bantam has come out with a potboiler despite my advance warning that their ripoff 
artist would plagiarize. He did. I haven't trouble to read the book yet. But scholars 
are phoning me in indignation and with proof independent of what 	produce. There 
have been pretended interviews that never took place in which my work is quoted as a 
neene of stealing it. Severn? times this way. In another case what I edited was used 
eord for word as I edited it. So, in time, maybe I'll do something about these things. 
hy lawyer friend/associate is looking for a lawyer experienced in thesemmmatters. He sees 
some solid cases and is outraged. He repreisented me in the litigation by which I of 
what in those cases was stolen. 

So, the two assassinations that turned tee country around are close to coning 
apart. In Eing's all the work is mine and that which has been published is also py 
exclusive propesy..I have done.virtuallY 10110:4 of the ja work, all that has any meening. I have morb,  tb 	that will sell. Ton,n,f my only books that did not do well are the only 



ones I didn't bring out myself. 
You cannot have read Peat Morteme Peehape you began the older part which I wanted in the unabridged book for historical reecoel eureeees end got turned off. If Bill Martin read it, he eidn't understand it or had miserable judgement. If this book had been out, as it .could have been, a year ago, it would have nee hietory- and much money. I az still oe the opinion that a short condensation, ehich could not survive without the backstopedng of the unabridged work, can be a bestkeeller. nen 44  have - time I'm going to discuss it with a young nevenen who he acquired a good knowledge of the subject end become a friend, if he is willing to do the condensation for when the time is right, on prospects, I'll make a deal with him. I am soon going to have to reprint the first and thieti books. I'll have the sash for tee-first when it is necesaary and a leg en the second, sales ere this good. hitheut advertiaine ane ehen it is so difficult to even,leare how to roach me. Word of mouth infoeme the new eeneretione Ferhape the time io close for a condensatiene reprint. I'd still reprint the original works if I made such a deal now because the nab will continue, perhaps be increased. 
You just have no ieea of the interest in me in addition to the subject. hest niebt, after phoeiag ze , rhich followed a noeth of trying to learn how to buy Post Mortem, a youne woman breech her boyfriend becauee she wanted him to have Pont Mortal°. for :Was and. I could not euereetee the =ails, kier etcisicT.4 to brine him was so he could eat whatever others he might want. They travelled more tben 100 niles and bought %75 watt of boo s. They could get all the junk to any boo tore. At one time, I think prematurely for me, you had an interest in a eoudensatione reprint of the +hi teweeh eeriee. It iw now ever. - With the right kind of deal and 1 Lean by this enough front money and a dependable coauthor, I'd go for it now. I think it ehould be a smell, erleitiel hr rdbeek„ The evetiable blurbieg is almost vithout precedent. From Je:k Anderson to the FBI's certification that I l'QV more about the subject than anyone in the FBI. 
There is certainly a movie in what I've done is the ding ceee and continue to do. I've no movie man but 1 'think close to non-fiction would be a good firmula.Two coepeeies were considering them but neither eoele do it without steeling my work. Only junk can come out. I'veke let both know I'd sue. If I get word they are proceeding I'll write the few movie insurers. So I think it io safe. Imesene a man without funds turn-ing the fable Percy Foreman, the  entire DS government ead all Tennessee authorities around with his help a lawyer who began doing the legal work before he took his District of Columbia bars, who got an oviOeatiary heartag before a crooked judge and despite his prejudice by mu formula exouleated Ray Wax with such evidenoe that it was neither cross-elm-rived nor rebutted.In the coarse of it we also establiched and had. affirmed a new preneiele of Liu. -deer.whilo getting Vongrese to emend the Freedom of Information lee. We even get =roams of Ray's correspondence with his lawyers from the cellar of the ereeoeuter and copies of the orders prepared in aevanee to violate all his rights before heewas returned to the D.S. Bight now I'm tryiag to sell a story on how he was convicted by perjure, wit; overkbelming proof, oven pictures. 14y work has progressed to the eoint where, alteeugh he'll not dare answer, I've demanded of Levi that he have an investigatiou made of the conspiracy within s Department to violate nay's civil rights. (The U.S.Government only is immune. But GO ordeinelly, And I've gotten the zees proof from their filee and I'll be getting more. Inevitable, I'll not be sur-prised if before this is all over I'll have forced DJ to confess error and look for toe avai:table goats. I've fcreed the eeemature retirement of one and have the proof. When I could berely walk the morning after tho Bolin debate I got Ray's OK to seek out a lawyer experienced in civil litigation of this nature and have a tentative erreneement. Nobody oeteide tne federal government ie oriinally immune and we oan sue Liem all, in,- eluding officials, the State, the county and tee eityeand the fabled Foremen. I really do have overwhelming proof, including copies of Fa lab reports that destroy the case totally aozeno of different ways. 



I'm preparing to sue CIA. I've been very petient with them beoeuee I believe the 
country needs a good intellieenoe agency. Now it ie clear that there is no real internal 
reform in the works and that they think they are pleying games with me, I'm not afraid 
of their power. I've got copies of their files on me they do not admit having and even 
proof of internal deceptions which led to their lying in response to my requests. Or, 
what l  had prior to maicing the requests wad what I've gotten since. Even proof they 
•.deoeived their on geneeak oeunsel. I've taken the, last seep before filing a ooeplaint. 
I've stuff no committee has yet come up with, too. I've taken the initial steps with 
the FBI for the same thing. 

Meauwhile,, I'm in the court of cepeelr in 'the cape that will he the new 
precedent in 5 U.S.C.552 (Freedom of Information) with what should be a solid case 
and Ply* different proofs of official perjury in the district court. And I've two 
oases before-distriet courts. Bow much more can one man without means do? Well, soon 
en:).— -11 there will be others. I'm exhausting administrative remedies* 

z-s about as tc1 tyr±na az I daze do at a tire. I've finally found some-
thing ;just the right size to hold my left let at the right elevation while typing, an 
8" wide wooden box that originally held Marquie de Lur Saluoes Ives. But it gets 
uncomfortable with the typing tablo eereettieg my legs. I'm forbidden the uee of tools, 
even a hammer.with 	e h mi:ht bru6ie yyself. So I can't rake the right kind of 
table and cnn t find a a:=crpenter willing to undrtcke so smell a job. 

The phlzOoitis 1Lavra an i!Aprovement is slow but I'm confident. 
What I regret is what is impossible and that 4  must do. I've got to do all the 

little th.t4';n for .,:hieh o ordioarilf hires inexpensive labor while I want to write 
the teller books I've already researched. I can do a real zinger on whether Oewald 
was aa agent for an acency. It could be 4 :4 	:heart e,ocumeet, ae can my lest two 
'works, in the coning election. Not soy reason fir *abating to write it. I've got it 
started. 

Well, may':x Ilith the chanced situation you ern eet some irssibilitiss. Sorry 
I won't have time to correct the typos but I think you'll make out enough. 

There never has been a time lea res2onsible w©,* hthdled well by a publisher 
would not have mode whey. 1;o-= the opporteeities are incredible. I'll bet that fraud 
of YloDonald's is selline well, exceetionelly well, sieply becauae he is glib and a 
former cop. We'll 3.e'!! whet the end is. I thihk trouble for them all, tore than enough 
to eat the initial profit, The Bantam ripoff will do well because they are skilled, 
unscrupelous and enythieg will net.. They may vied ep with reerets because their 

author, ahndied by Peter Shepherd, is a creek and built the proof into his work. I'm 
surerieed that linowiag the work I'd done in this field and knowine the book was to be 
.ifehe in two weeks and knowing the guy would have to use the giateriale of others that 
Shepherd and/or Bantam did not mulco a perfueotory inquiry or re, as you did for Barney. 
tit Barn0Y Lad daue tialkmalti the Departmont of %Tactics woun have hillt in :jail for fraud, 
the rsacon I kept oe investigating once I hdd done all that he,d been asked of me.By 
the 'JTay, Fred prontoed me eopie of .the papez:'s in their shit against the CIA. When you 
speak to him would youolease remind him? They oen help me. And I did the investieetion 
without pay, so they're mid the costs in advatiee.) 

Amway, a good holiday anti a good zTar to you all, sincvnflly. 


